PRESS RELEASE

PUMA Supports McCartney Campaign “Meat Free Monday”
Herzogenaurach, Germany, 10 July 2009 – Sportlifestyle company PUMA supports the
“Meat Free Monday” campaign launched by Sir Paul McCartney and his daughters Stella and
Mary. By cutting out meat consumption on Mondays, this campaign works towards minimizing
global greenhouse gas emissions through reducing methane that is released by cattle.
PUMAVision, PUMA’s concept of ethical conduct and corporate social responsibility, endorses
this campaign through the PUMAVision category puma.safe by guiding all its 10,000 employees
to refrain from eating meat on Monday, for at least one day per week. The company canteen at
PUMA’s headquarters in Herzogenaurach will no longer provide meat on Mondays, but offer
meat-free options, and all other PUMA canteens globally will follow. PUMA is pleased to be one
of the first corporations to support “Meat Free Mondays.”

“We at PUMA have already done a lot to mitigate PUMA's negative impact on our planet,” said
Jochen Zeitz, Chairman and CEO of PUMA. “Through our PUMAVision category puma.safe, we
started to more accurately measure the carbon footprint of our offices worldwide, which will
help us to identify areas where we can further reduce our carbon footprint. As Methane
released by cows is responsible for 18% of gas emissions, PUMA is supporting the “Meat Free
Monday” campaign and encourages its employees to do the same by avoiding meat
consumption at least once a week on Mondays.”

Sir Paul McCartney said: “I think many of us feel helpless in the face of environmental
challenges, and it can be hard to know how to sort through the advice about what we can do to
make a meaningful contribution to a cleaner, more sustainable, healthier world. Having one
designated meat free day a week is actually a meaningful change that everyone can make, that
goes to the heart of several important political, environmental and ethical issues all at once. For
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instance it not only addresses pollution, but better health, the ethical treatment of animals,
global hunger and community and political activism.”

"Meat Free Monday" is an initiative by Sir Paul McCartney and his daughters Stella and Mary to
encourage meat-eaters to forgo carnivorous meals for one day each week. The campaign
website www.supportMFM.org provides additional information on tasty and healthy alternatives,
while the website www.carbonneutralbeef.com can provide additional information on what the
meat industry has been doing to reduce its impact.

Under puma.safe, PUMA is bringing together all of it’s longstanding work on environmental
issues and decent work in decent workplaces, and combining it with new initiatives that will
drive us to cleaner, greener, safer and more sustainable systems and practices. Earlier this year
PUMA supported the environmental movie “HOME” by bringing this powerful commentary on
the major environmental and social issues challenging our world to as many viewers as
possible. At PUMA we know that creating awareness of our environment's emergency state is
crucial and acting on that awareness through positive action is our contribution to a more
responsible corporate ethic.

PUMAVision unites all PUMA initiatives that come under the heading ‘Corporate Social
Responsibility’, giving them a coherent direction and framework. It comes from a vision of a
world that is better than the one we know now—a world that is safer, more peaceful and more
creative. The PUMAVision programs puma.safe (focusing on environmental and social issues),
puma.peace (supporting global peace), and puma.creative (supporting artists and creative
organizations), reflect PUMA’s commitment to social and environmental responsibility and define
the partnerships and initiatives PUMA will support and pursue.
Media Contact:
Kerstin Neuber - Corporate Communications - PUMA AG - +49 9132 81 2984 - kerstin.neuber@puma.com

PUMA
PUMA is one of the world’s leading Sportlifestyle companies that designs and develops footwear, apparel and accessories. It is
committed to working in ways that contribute to the world by supporting Creativity, SAFE Sustainability and Peace, and by staying
true to the values of being Fair, Honest, Positive and Creative in decisions made and actions taken. PUMA starts in Sport and ends
in Fashion. Its Sport Performance and Lifestyle labels include categories such as Football, Running, Motorsports, Golf and Sailing.
The Black label features collaborations with renowned designers such as Alexander McQueen, Yasuhiro Mihara and Sergio Rossi.
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The PUMA Group owns the brands PUMA, Tretorn and Hussein Chalayan. The company, which was founded in 1948, distributes its
products in more than 120 countries, employs more than 10,000 people worldwide and has headquarters in
Herzogenaurach/Germany, Boston, London and Hong Kong. For more information, please visit www.puma.com
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